Dear Captain,
I would like to take this opportunity to formally invite yourself and your first officer to a complimentary,
exclusive, learning event on Thursday 2nd May - Friday 3rd May; ACREW’s fifth edition at MYBA
continues to provide superyacht crew with unique learning opportunities.
This year’s programme will be filled with interactive workshops and thought-provoking roundtable
discussions. ACREW collaborates with MYBA to teach crew from some of the most well-known
charter yachts in the industry tips and tricks for an even more successful season.
This year, MYBA has requested ACREW to fly in new exciting international key partners. These
partners have been carefully selected to deliver essential, valuable and complementary training
to your crew, to practice back onboard. These educational workshops have been planned
specifically to benefit you and your crew’s learning and development.
Having already acclaimed a prominent presence at the show, ACREW will host the infamous
Official Crew Party on the final evening. Celebrate the end of the show together and welcome the
start of the summer! The perfect evening to raise a glass with your crew, to what we hope will be
another successful MYBA 2019 for you, your owners, your crew and your yacht. This year’s closing
party will be held at the incredible open air Go Beach Club. Jungle Safari is this year’s theme,
so please don your best leopard, tiger, zebra or anything animal print for an evening of flowing
drinks, live DJs, prizes and crazy jungle safari antics.
Transport to and from the outdoor venue will be provided, leaving OneOcean Port Vell from 8pm
onwards. On arrival enjoy 3 complimentary drinks to watch the sunset, there will be prizes for the
best dressed, no print is too much anything goes at this roarsome night of jungle fun and safari
antics.

EVENT SCHEDULE
THURSDAY 2nd MAY
13.30 - 15.00

Medical Emergency on Charter, Be Prepared for the Unknown
- Understanding Illness & Injury in a Child or Elderly guest
Facilitators: Roland Archdall & Sara Butler
Partners: RDT, a Philips company & MedAire

FRIDAY 3rd MAY
08.00 - 09.30

Solar Protection & Textile Architecture
Facilitators: Ricard Garcia & Jaume Badia
Partners: TheTextileGroup

13.30 - 15.00

Managing Onboard Cyber Connectivity Risk & How Yachting is
Evolving in Digital Society
Facilitator: Peter Broadhurst
Partners: Inmarsat

20.30 - LATE

THE OFFICIAL CREW PARTY

13.30 - 15.00 THURSDAY 2nd MAY

Medical Emergency on Charter, Be Prepared for the Unknown Understanding Illness & Injury in a Child or Elderly guest
Facilitators: Roland Archdall & Sara Butler
Partners: RDT, a Philips company & MedAire
What can you do to prepare and care for guests of a wide age range and with unknown
medical history? In this introductory session we will look at identifying and treating common
illnesses and injuries that can arise during charter, focusing specifically on children and the
elderly. We will cover diabetes, anaphylaxis and fractures from a fall, and the session will
include practical use of splinting techniques, with particular reference on the above age
groups. We will also use the Tempus unit to take vital signs, and look at techniques to consider
when using the unit in a small child or elderly person.
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08.00 - 09.30 FRIDAY 3rd MAY

13.30 - 15.00 FRIDAY 3rd MAY

Solar Protection & Textile Architecture
Facilitators: Ricard Garcia & Jaume Badia

Managing Onboard Cyber Connectivity Risk & How Yachting is
Evolving in Digital Society

Partner: TheTextileGroup

Facilitator: Peter Broadhurst
Partner: Inmarsat

Solar protection is essential for a yacht in order to achieve a high level of comfort for people
and to adequately preserve the objects onboard. The concept of textile architecture efficiently
combines the desired functionality, resistance and aesthetic in any solar protective element
for people and for the boat.
A proper selection of materials and designs for the confection of protective covers is the
only way of extending the life of the objects located on the exterior decks. Learn from
TheTextileGroup 27 years of experience and get to know the innovative technology of an
industry that will change the way you approach dealing with interior and exterior yacht soft
furnishings. Drawing on real life case studies and experiences, gain a vital insight into solar
protection and textile architecture for a perfect and professional maintenance.

This is an opportunity to discuss with technology industry experts on how to optimise your
onboard data, cyber risk in yachting for Information Technology, Operational Technology
and the Internet of Things, and some of the best practices that can reduce the threat. This vital
educational session will explore how communications are evolving in the digital society and
how to capture the best solution for the yachting sector. Looking at the causes, effects and
cures relating to common data issues will also be explored, with demonstrations of effective
data management principles.
Here’s where you can gain insights into advances and future trends in technology, providing
you with the expert knowledge required to fulfil the technology needs and expectations of
owners and guests alike.

